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How do we measure snowpack 
stability?



Rutschblock test (RB) Extended column test (ECT)
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How do we measure the spatial 
distribution of snowpack 
stability?
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Adding avalanche size…







Distribution of very poor stability combined 
with largest observed avalanche
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Definition of DL based on our data

There are many locations with very poor stability. The largest avalanches are either size 
3 or 4.

There are either several or many locations with very poor stability. The largest 
avalanches are either size 2 or 3.

There are few locations with very poor stability. However, none/several locations are also 
frequent (32%). The largest avalanches are generally of size 2, with sizes 1 and 3 being 
similarly frequent (26%).

There are either none or few locations with very poor stability. The largest avalanches 
are either size 1 or 2.
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Arising questions

Should the danger scale (and matrix) focus on the distribution of very poor snowpack 
stability only?

Should avalanche size only be considered as a discriminator at higher danger levels?

Should DL 2-moderate be defined more specific?

Should we accept that there are no clear boundaries between danger levels?
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